The elliptical (fusiform) excision is a basic tool of cutaneous surgery.
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Although the excision is more properly called fusiform than elliptical because its edges are pointed not rounded, [2] [3] [4] such a closure provides excellent cosmesis by minimizing tissue removal, skin movement, and incision length. Simplicity and versatility are among the other benefits. 5 The side-to-side closure is easily learned by beginners and, in skilled hands, can be precisely everted and camouflaged within skin tension lines so as to be barely visible after healing. Variations in the basic technique of the elliptical excision can be used to adapt it to the particular circumstances facing the surgeon. Case-specific technique refinements can increase the reliability of the elliptical design, while accommodating specific anatomical topography.
The classic ellipse is formed by tracing 2 arcs of a circle on the skin (Figure 1) . The arcs, which are symmetrical with respect to the midline axis separating them, intersect at their ends to form a convex shape. Commonly used curvature is variable, but typically leads to a 1:3 to 1:4 width-length ratio between the short and long axes of the formed ellipse, which is more correctly described as fusiform given the sharp edges. Although an elliptical angle of 30°has been traditionally assumed at the ends (intersection of the arcs), it has been shown that in practice this is likely closer to 50°. 6 The arciform elliptical excision, although conceptually elegant, is difficult to construct. It is challenging for the surgeon to maintain an even rate of curvature while wielding a scalpel, and the resulting arcs are frequently uneven. Also, the 90°angle between the blade and the skin that is optimal for closure may be lost as the surgeon concentrates on turning the blade steadily.
A more easily executed variant of the arciform ellipse is the tangent-to-circle (rhombic) excision (Figure 2 and Figure 3 ), which entails edge angles closer to 30°. With this technique, the surgeon incises straight lines radiating in opposite directions from the 2 ends of a diameter, bisecting the circle that represents the defect. The 2 sets of tangent lines each touch the edge of the defect at a single point and then proceed laterally to a point 1.5 to 2 diameters away, where they intersect and terminate. Intuitively, 2 triangular segments engulf the defect and collectively form a diamond-shaped excision. The tangent-to-circle method is easier for the surgeon because of the facility with which straight lines can be cut. Four simple, quick, well-controlled motions are sufficient for definition of the diamond shape. The evenness of these lines compared with arcs ensures that "dogears" on either side of the defect will be even in size and taper uniformly. Less excess normal tissue is removed with straight-line dog-ears.
STUDY
In some cases, it will not be desirable to have dogears of equal size and shape. For instance, there may be a rhytid conferring greater skin laxity on one side of the defect, and in order to place the suture line within the rhytid, a larger dog-ear may be required on that side. This step can be simply accomplished by cutting a larger triangle on one side of the defect (Figure 4) . Alternatively, the dog-ears may need to be asymmetrical if the lines of minimal skin tension curve in the vicinity of the excision or if there is an anatomical landmark that must be avoided. Rather than lying along a diameter of the defect and forming a 180°angle, the 2 triangular segments may form a more acute angle. At times, this angle may approach 90°( Figure 5 and Figure 6 ). Gentle curvature of skin tension lines at the defect suggests modification of the excision so that there are 2 lines along one side of the long axis and a straight line tangent to the circle on the other side ( Figure 7 and Figure 8 ). Suturing of the excision will then naturally pull the tissue along the straight margin into the corner on the contralateral side.
One problem with the rhombic (tangent-to-circle) approach is the notching that may appear at the defect midpoint. (The tangent-to-circle closure seems to have some similarities to the rhombic flap; ie, the closure of a rhombic defect by a rhombic flap may involve a side-toside closure in the part of the defect that is not closed by the flap.) Where the angles formed by the 2 sets of lines face each other, there is the widest separation between the wound edges, and this separation manifests as a gap.
The gap is difficult to close without placing excessive tension on the suture line. One alternative design that can facilitate closure at this point entails shifting the apexes of the V-shaped indentations so that they do not abut. An eccentric parallelogram, or eccentric tangent-tocircle excision, permits each indentation to be sewn to a linear portion of the contralateral side (Figure 9) . A large potential gap is thus divided into 2 gaps of smaller size that are more easily sutured shut. The eccentric excision can be constructed by drawing the smallest square that completely contains a circular defect and has sides parallel and perpendicular to the prevailing lines of relaxed skin tension. Lines can be extended from the corners of each side of the square parallel to skin tension lines. On each side, these lines can meet at a point, and the resulting triangular dog-ears would resemble those in the classic tangent-to-circle method (Figure 10) . Once a surgeon has become expert at this modified technique, the eccentric parallelogram can be drawn differently, with the indentations closer to each other than with the square-based approach (Figure 11) . Notably, the final suture line from an eccentric parallelogram closure will be S-shaped rather than linear. Relative straightness will characterize the distal arms of the S. Middle arm length will be determined by the distance between the contralateral V-shaped indentations, and the angle between the middle and distal arms by the angle at the V-shaped indentations. Zitelli 7 and others have noted potential benefits of the S-plasty, which may minimize scar depression in convex surfaces. A variant of the eccentric parallelogram can also yield a straight final suture line. Specifically, if dog-ears shaped like isosceles triangles are removed from each side of the square encasing the circular defect, a linear closure that still limits central notching and tension can be obtained (Figure 12) .
The degree of curvature of suture lines is, of course, contingent on more than the shape of the inci- sion. Differential sewing techniques can exaggerate or reduce the basic degree of curvature predicated by cutting the repair. By sewing a point on one side, not to the corresponding point on the other side but rather to a point downstream or upstream, the suture line can be curved inward or outward (Figure 13) . In expert hands, this technique can be used to create a significant kink in a straight-cut excision. Intuitive understanding of this process, which comes from experience, can facilitate the fine-tuning of a closure; ie, while careful thought should precede cutting of the excision, problems that become evident when suturing is underway Figure 5 . The dog-ears of a tangent-to-circle type of excision may be rotated toward each other to lie within skin tension lines or to avoid anatomical landmarks. The angle between the dog-ears may be somewhat less than 180°(A). An ellipse with an angle of slightly less than 180°between the dog-ears, and with a longer dog-ear on one side (as shown in Figure 4) , may be better able to conform around the junction of the alar crease and lip. This can be seen in the clinical examples, including that of a male patient with a preoperative defect under the right ala (B) that required a modified ellipse (C) to repair (D) and a female patient with a similar defect under the left ala (E), which was repaired with a similar approach (F). can be corrected by differential sewing of the sides. Specifically, such shape modification may permit better recession within skin lines or more aesthetically pleasing avoidance of anatomical landmarks.
The tangent-to-circle method and the eccentric parallelogram variant can also be adapted to excisions where a margin of safety is removed around the final defect. First, the size of the margin must be determined. Then, the tangent-to-circle can be drawn starting with this amount of space separating the defect and excision walls at the previous point of tangency between the edges of the circular defect and the cut lines (Figure 14) . Similarly, in the eccentric parallelogram, an equivalent distance can be left between the defect and the encasing square (Figure 15) . In both cases, once the point of origin of the lines is determined, the rest of the procedure is carried out as described above.
In summary, the elliptical excision remains an adaptable and essential surgical strategy. When adequate tissue is present for a primary closure, a variant of the tangent-to-circle approach will usually be sufficient to orient the suture line within relaxed tension lines and ensure that appropriate-sized dog-ears are removed. The eccentric parallelogram can minimize notching at the closure midpoint by distributing central tension over a wider interval. While these approaches can facilitate construction of elliptical excisions, surgical ellipses are inherently forgiving and tend to culminate in cosmetically acceptable scars even if the operative technique is less than ideal. As trainers of novice surgeons are aware, the inability to maintain a perfect and even rate of curvature, or to adhere to other geometric strategies for lesion removal, does not preclude a good outcome. At the same time, precise planning of excisions based on awareness of specific defect characteristics and local anatomical features can only enhance the likelihood of an optimal result. 
